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GUIDELINES
TO A SUCCESSFUL
SPIFF PROGRAM

5 Guidelines to a Successful SPIFF Program

How do you best
drive your channel
partners to position
your products versus
the competition?
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Vendors recognize the value and necessity of channel partners
as their scalable go-to-market mechanism. Channel partners
provide the means to sell products deep into markets that
vendors do not have the ability or resources to reach.
But channel partners have lots of choices as to which vendor’s
products to sell in competitive situations.

Any kind of activity can be rewarded including sales, net new
logos, certifications, recruitment, meetings, distributor activity,
and YoY growth to name just a few. And all of these can vary by
partner type, geography or any characteristic or attribute the
user wishes to add as a level to the program.

So, the challenge for a vendor is:

How do you best drive your channel partners to
position your products versus the competition?
Many vendors use SPIFFS or SPIF’s (Sales Performance
Incentive Funds) to influence behavior with their channel partner
sales teams.
So let’s start out with a general definition of just what a SPIFF is:

A SPIFF is a short-term incentive to
drive sales in a set period of time.
They can include dollar rewards,
prizes, or loyalty points, but they
are all aimed at one thing - driving
your sales.
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Sounds good, right? But anyone who has experience working in
the channel will tell you that if it were that easy, they’d use Spiff
programs all the time and that would be all they need to drive
sales. Put out a SPIFF and the rest takes care of itself. But, in
reality of course things aren’t that simple.
We’ve done a lot of work with numerous vendors that have
elected to take an automated, cloud-based approach to running
a SPIFF program. Our research has highlighted that the vendors
who are the most successful with their incentives programs,
replicate 5 basic guidelines.

Fun Fact Question: What is the origin of the
term SPIFF?
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Ensure the incentive has the right
product and/or product mix

04

Communicate the SPIFF Offering

05

Measure and use the results

Talk to your partners.

02

Match the incentive to the target
audience
Great SPIFF programs will have a loyalty
component to motivate sales reps to stick
with a particular vendor.

03
4

Everyone in the channel team has to be
on board.

Software that lets the vendor see, in realtime, the uptake of any particular offer.

Make the SPIFF easy to consume
Unless SPIFFs are easily understood and
redeemed, they will fail.
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01

Ensure the incentive has the right
product and/or product mix
Talk to your partners.
A simple best practice in setting up effective SPIFFs is to first
talk with the channel partners most likely to sell your product,
if an incentive is included. Find out which products or product
sets best lend themselves to benefitting from the push a SPIFF
can provide.
There are at least four, if not five key pieces of information that
partners can communicate back to the vendor:
a) Which products are likely to sell via a SPIFF?
b) What it will take in terms of pricing to make an offer
interesting?
c) What type of incentives will work for themselves and
their sales team?
d) What has worked best for them in the past?
e) Feedback on what the vendor can do better in general
to make SPIFFs fly.
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Match the Incentive to the Target
Audience
Great SPIFF programs will have a loyalty
component to motivate sales reps to stick
with a particular vendor.
A great SPIFF design combines the right incentives with the
right product offering, delivered in a simple way directly to the
channel partner or salesperson. However, tailoring of the SPIFF
must be dependent upon the target audience - is it a team (i.e.
a sales floor) that loves to go out together and take advantage
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of the incentive they received for collectively hitting a daily sales
goal? In that case, food and beer coupons will work perfectly
fine. Or are they individuals in different parts of the country
and/or world? If so, they will respond to prize catalogs based on
loyalty points better.

03 Make the SPIFF Easy to Consume

Unless SPIFFs are easily understood and
redeemed, they will fail.
Often, and after a lot of analysis, vendors will launch an
incentive program they believe will accomplish their immediate objectives. And yet they just don’t pan out. So, what goes
wrong? Salespeople just don’t have time to perform ‘swivel
seat’ exercises going between one screen/application/interface
and another in order to take advantage of an offer.
The best way to ensure this doesn’t happen is to provide
channel partners with a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI)
that enables them to see, understand, and quickly take
advantage of an offer. The ideal channel enablement solution
should allow vendors to tailor and target SPIFFs to partners
based on any criteria the vendor chooses. For example, by
partner level (tier), certification level, specialization, geographic
location etc. The vendor has clear line of sight to the
consumption of its offers, and the partner understands exactly
what they are entitled to, allowing them to simply and quickly
redeem online. The backend payments associated with these
transactions, which provide a complete audit trail back to the
vendor, should also be fully automated.

04 Communicate the SPIFF Offering

Everyone in the channel team has to be
on board.
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Once you’ve figured out the right SPIFF for your channel
partners, the next step is to make sure it is a success. In order
to have a chance of succeeding it needs to be thoroughly
communicated - and this means both inside and outside the
company. Marketing needs to be mobilized to create collateral,
web links, etc that will back up the offer. In addition, SPIFFs
need to be coordinated between vendors and distributors if they
are part of the mix.
Often, SPIFFs are run (very successfully) in conjunction with
Distributor Floor Days – an event run by a vendor at the
distributors location. In such cases, distributor sales teams
are incented to push the SPIFF product, typically in the form
of extra commission payouts, based on some formula agreed
between the vendor and distributor, and often will have
internal competitions running in parallel. When a SPIFF
program is running, the relevant channel and sales teams
should be kept aware of its success. Companies utilizing cloudbased SPIFF management tools benefit significantly from
having real-time visibility into performance. Not only can they
monitor instantaneous traction, they can make informed
business decisions as to SPIFF duration, expansion and geo
coverage etc.
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Measure and Use Results
Software that lets the vendor see, in
real-time, the uptake of any particular offer.
Many companies will put out SPIFFs and essentially hope for
the best. In other words, the “spray and pray” approach whereby you put something out there and hope that something sticks,
and you see results. Channel veterans know that this is a poor
way to run a program and that it leads to frustration at both the
vendor and the partner levels…it’s a ‘lose/lose’ proposition.
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Vendors lose for two main reasons:
1) Channel managers are unable to provide accurate ROIs on
any given incentive.
2) Vendors lose any potential insight into which incentives work
and which ones don’t work.
Partners lose in turn when the vendor has no insight into what
is actually working to drive sales at the partner level. There’s no
stickiness, no learning, and no loyalty.
But there is one way to get around this losing situation and that
is to be able to measure the impact of each individual SPIFF
program a vendor offers. The only way to do this effectively is
to have a SaaS-based platform doing the work on behalf of the
vendor…
Once a vendor deploys such a system, they have immediate
insights into their business. Channel managers can monitor
not just the consumption levels of any given offer, but also the
exact geo, partner & specializations etc. that are powering the
uptake. With this knowledge in hand, channel leaders know the
true ROI in real time and are able to make informed decisions
about where/how/which products make sense for subsequent
offers. Partners win in this situation because their buying
behavior sends the right signal back to the vendor as to their
own customers’ needs— which in turn should drive their
future sales.
Using internal processes and manpower is one way of achieving
this. Or alternatively through the use of 3rd party SaaS vendors
who specialize in this field.
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Experience pays off in the design of
effective SPIFF programs, whether
it’s from inside the company or from
an outside expert. Those vendors
that get it right develop stickiness
with key partners and create the
win/win relationships that continue
to drive revenue.
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About Channel Mechanics
Channel Mechanics provide a cloud-based Channel Enablement
platform delivered as a low-cost SaaS model. Vendors and Distributors, including Cisco, Comstor, D&H, Extreme Networks, Herman
Miller, Informatica, L3Harris, LG Electronics, Mitel, ScanSource,
Securly, & Zebra Technologies use our channel automation platform
to deliver their partner programs in a faster, more efficient way.

Our cloud-based Channel Enablement
Platform transforms channel offerings by
providing the capability to:
• Design, deploy, track, evaluate and change channel offers in
real-time.
• Rapidly execute channel programs and promotions, globally or
locally through all tiers, with minimal investment.
• Target offers to specific segments of the channel and
reward partners based on investment levels.
• Provide Partners and Distributors with greater upfront
visibility, significantly accelerating time to revenue and ease of doing
business.
• Deliver sales incentives to Distributors and Partners that align with
a Vendor’s strategic imperatives
• Measure and manage program metrics to ensure Program ROI is
achieved while gathering business intelligence for
future use.

Ultimately creating a competitive advantage as it enables sales ideas to
be quickly transformed into targeted and focused offers, giving
partners the offers they need, when they need them and eliminating the
old ‘Spray and Pray’ approach.
If you‘d like to learn more about how Channel Mechanics optimizes
vendor SPIFF programs in a closed-loop cloud-enabled environment,
contact:
US: +1 (408) 673 4008
EMEA: +353 (0) 91 414090
REST OF WORLD: +44 (0) 20 8132 9860
Email: info@channelmechanics.com
www.channelmechanics.com

Request a Demo
An early reference to a spiff is found in a slang dictionary
of 1859 “The percentage allowed by drapers to their
young men, when they effect sale of old fashioned or
undesirable stock.” An article in the Pall Mall Gazette
of 1890 on the practices in London shops using the term
whereby spiffs being premiums placed on certain articles, not of the last fashion, indicated by a marvelous
hieroglyphic put on the price ticket. These marks are well
known by the assistant, and the almost invisible mystic
sign explains why an article, wholly unsuitable, is foisted
on the jaded customer as ‘just the thing’.

The platform enables users to rapidly deploy programs with
precision targeting and have real-time visibility into ROI.
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